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‘Live’	Design	
Essay	I	 

Given the purview of past design movements which flowed with changing contexts (social, 
political, economic, scientific, technological, philosophical, environmental, etc), what could 
be a potential emergent design manifesto, ethos, movements, styles, trends or directions, 
which you could creatively adopt for your FYP/Graduation Project?  

  



Introduction 

Technology plays a special role in Design. New technology is often quickly embraced and 
applied in the creative works, some narrative in nature while others are purposeful for the 
masses. Many of such implementation in creative works allows new and fresh perspective to 
be showcased through the capabilities of the potential features with the newfound approach 
which might eventually lead to what the author calls live design. This could be a result of the 
technological advancements that would likely to become a standard in the near future. We 
will look in depth how live design works, the various applications that this design style can 
be applied, the effect it can have on the design industry and lastly how the author can apply it 
into his Graduation Project.  

Human-Centred design is the normality that designers strive for in many creative works, 
often pushing the boundaries like efficiency and usability. Boundaries once again can be 
extended further because technology in recent times like virtual reality/augmented reality 
(VR/AR) and additive manufacturing, also known as 3D printing, has gained back traction. 
For example, the fourth annual VR/AR Global Summit which would be taking place in 
Vancouver, BC (British Columbia) on November 2019 is placing a spotlight on immersive 
interaction design (Fink 2019). There is also the Nanyang Technological University’s Centre 
for 3D Printing, which was established in 2016 as part of the Research, Innovation and 
Enterprise (RIE) 2020 Plan in Singapore (Yeo 2016). These are just a couple of the many 
highlights these technologies are affecting our societies. Eventually when these applications 
are integrated into the lives of the people, the need for designs to work with the unique 
attributes could be of huge demand.  

Real Time Activity 

As a result, live design can be a possible emergent design direction. Live design is a design 
direction where works can be altered in real time, changing its form or structure. The 
development and transition of these technologies removes boundaries and expand the 
capabilities which non-conventional designs and forms would be a reality. Live design is like 
the opposite of a painting on a canvas. A painting is static, live design will change constantly. 
A canvas is traditionally flat, while live design style could alter its three-dimensional form, 
where each viewer will have a different viewing experience, even in the same position, 
subjected to the work piece directives. The allure of these processes is that the abstract ideas 
are created spontaneously, and the co-users can decide for themselves what they want to be a 
part of and what they want to absorb (Hackl and Henderson 2017).  

Potential Applications 

Live design can change the way how we view visual content. In advertising, content could be 
crafted to each individual in public spaces, furthering the capability of consumer marketing. 
Products likewise could adapt to their physical environment, altering their form to suit social 
settings. Ambience in homes could change based on the individual’s emotional state.  

  



Effect On The Industry 

It could potentially change industries and their workflow. Changes can be made on the spot 
without going through the process from the beginning. When unconventional creative works 
are made possible, new conceptual ideas can become mainstream and made known to the 
market.  

Graduation Project 

Live design has the capability to exceed limits of what is possible. It could be integrated into 
the author’s Graduation Project by producing a work in real time to a viewer. The creative 
work produced could be unique to each viewer, meaning what each viewer saw is different 
every time. Every work done can be reshaped to form the next piece. The viewers might also 
be the co-users in such a setting, heavily influencing the end products via various potential 
input methods. The preference of joining the engagement as compared to be an un-involved 
observer is a powerful incentive for any individual regardless of age (Sawhney 12).  

Conclusion 

Such a piece provides a new perspective of interactivity. It could easily be applied in other 
various design forms which can change the way how people receive these contents. Live 
design then provides the opportunity of various perspectives presented as a singularity form. 
It creates more connections and associations that the stakeholders could visually understand 
for further development and purposes. Live design essentially optimises the design process so 
ideas can be quickly generated and visually understood by other co-users. It makes the hard 
to comprehend, understandable.  
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